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The ECenyon
V
Jazz position is
By Bob Warburton
Concerned w ith "the prospects of
jazz at K.enyon, sopnomore Kick
Brown read a letter at Council on Sunday
detailing Julie Soloway's conflict with
the Music Department concerning her
demand lor greater compensation to
match the amount of work put in to
teaching her jazz courses.
"We are afraid of losing jazz as it
snow," explained Brown, who said that
Soloway's current salary (she earns
SS50 a semester) is "ludicrous" comp-
ared to the number of hours she devotes
io jazz instruction and the stage ensemb-
le.
Paul Posnak, chair of the Music
Department, said that Soloway is pre
WKCO undergoes renovation,
By Christopher Shea
KCO held an open house in-W- ed
to put on view the physical
changes and improvements that have
ken carried out at the studios in Fan-Hal- l
on Thursday, April 4. Among those
ho were invited were the deans and
faculty members.
Since the beginning of this
academic year, improvements have been
toth numerous and substantial. These
"elude a new stereo console, complete
remote capabilities, and broadcast qual-- "'
microphones and cassette decks, the
Mmplete redesign and technical renova-1101- 1
of a stereo recording studio and
complete conversion to stereo in the
main studio, from which the vast major- -
of shows originate. These changes
"anslate into added capability and ver-a"lit- y
for WKCO. For instance, there
lsme capability to conduct live inter-llcw- s
with greater success than before,
the equipment is in place to host
IVe bands in the conference studio.
One other addition has been a hy-n- d
Phone patch which makes call-i- n in-erv'e- ws
possible. The station has every
'mention 0f taking advantage of this
"-fo-
und
capability in the future. In
Ullln to these purely technical
ch;ia"ges, WKCO's studios have been
carPeted,
re-paint- ed and renovated with
regard to lighting
n rn
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point of contention
sently earning "over S 10.000" annually
from her adjunct professor work, jazz
ensemble work and private students.
'v 1 a
These renovations were completed
with the help of money that was raised
during WKCO's weekend radio
marathon at the end of February. This
marathon was a successful attempt to do
two things: present WKCO's increased
potential over the course of a weekend
to those in the Mt. Vernon Gambier
community and to raise money for the
station. Two sorts of WKCO T-shi- rts
were printed up especially for the
marathon. These were distributed to
donors who contributed six dollars or
more to the station. The marathon was
a great success in strengthening ties not
only with the Kenyon community, but
also in reaching out to an equal number
of people in the Mt. Vernon community .
WKCO's other major attempt to
reach out to its listeners took place in
January, when the station conducted a
listener poll. The marathon and listener
poll were done in hopes of drawing on
the opinions and suggestions of the Mt.
Vernon community.
All of the year's activities have
been directed toward the goal of bring-
ing in ideas from the community, but
also toward having the technical capac-
ity to work these ideas into WKCO's
programming. In the process. WKCO
has taken itself from the irrespon-
sibilities of a ten-wa- tt station to a more
professional organization, a sweeping
James Weiss is elected
Student Council President
Filipino to lecture on human
By James Rossnian
This evening, April 18, and Mon-
day, April 22, Student Lectureships is
sponsoring lectures by political exiles
from the Philippines and South Africa.
Tonight, Raul Manglapus, former
Filipino senator, foreign minister, and
presidential candidate, will lecture on
the "The Philippines, Human Rights,
and U.S. Foreign Policy." The event
will be held in Biology Auditorium at
8:00 p.m. A reception will follow in
Peirce Lounge.
Next Monday, Dennis Brutus,
South African poet and former director
of the World Campaign for Release of
South African Political Prisoners, will
lecture on "Crisis in South Africa: The
Future of Apartheid." It will be held at
8:00 p.m. in Biology Auditorium with
a reception afterw ards in Peirce Lounge.
Soloway earns additional money by
giving private music instruction to 30
students. This amount. Brown said, "is
more than the other full-tim- e music pro-
fessors combined." Greater financial
compensation is necessary, he
explained, simply for Soloway to live
on.
"The bulk of her work is private
students," said Brown. "She has not
time to even practice her own music.
She can't be an artist."
The vocal and instrumental jazz en-
sembles comprise two of the five courses
? that Soloway teaches for academic cre-3- "
dit. During her two years at Kenyon,j enrollment and participation has risen
sharply. "Jazz has grown and she has
see J AZZ page six
upgrading
change simply demanded by one-hundr- ed
watt capability.
WKCO's programming truly re-
flects the ideas received from the com-
munity. There is a weekly nationally
syndicated interview show Fallout.
There have been call-i- n shows with the
editors of the Gambier Journal and with
William Shirer, a noted historian and
author of The Rise and Full of the Third
Reich. There has been an expansion of
classical broadcasting this year. And
there has been a much more imaginative
approach to educational broadcasting.
WKCO has brought to its microphones
Galway Kinnell, Phil Church and Terry
Hummer as well as other recognized
poets. WKCO continues to take on the
responsibility of making available to the
Knox County community the substantial
educational resources that Kenyon pos-
sesses.
WKCO heartily encourages alter-
natives, both inside the station and out-
side, in the community. Rhonda Re-
volutionary and other alternative DJs
thrive on WKCO. Nowhere else on the
radio dial can such alternative program-
ming be heard. Outside the station,
WKCO sponsored the Gambier Ex-
perimental College this year. This little--
known fact points directly to
WKCO's commitment to the promotion
of alternatives on campus.
Thursday, April 18, 1985
Raul Manglapus is currently teach-
ing at Harvard University in their Inter-
national Studies Department. He is also
the founder and director of the
Washington-base- d Movement for a Free
Philippines. An outspoken critic of the
Marcos regime which rules the Filipino
democracy, and an excellent orator,
Mangulapus's articles and speeches have
appeared in Foreign Affairs
Worldview. The New York Times, The
Washington Post, and Harvard Interna-
tional Review and he has been a guest
on Nightline as the Philippine's opposi-
tion representative. Additionally, his ac-
tivities include being the president of a
Washington-base- d "think tank," The
Center for Development and the presi-
dent fo the Democracy International, an
organization of political exiles from
around the world.
Established
1856
rights
Manglapus began his exile in 1976
at Cornell University as a visiting pro-
fessor and research associate after being
targeted for arrest by the Marcos regime.
He had already left on a lecture tour in
the United States when soldiers were
sent to his home. At Cornell he wrote
his first book, Philippines: The Silenced
Democracy, which includes a musical
play based on U.S. Philippine relations
during 1898-190- 2, entitled, "Manifest
Destiny." His second book, Japan in
Southeat Asia: Collision Course, written
when he was a senior associate at the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace is an investigation of implications
of Japanese overseas investment.
Dennis Brutus, author of nine
books of poetry and winner of Africa's
Mbari prize (which he rejected), is inter-
nationally recognized as a spokesman
see HUMAN page six
Honors Day
Honorary Degrees
Russel Euald - Doctor of Humane Letters
Doctor of Science: Donald Fischmen
Doctor of Law: James Perlcy Storer
College Prizes
The George Gund Awards: Brian Kearney '85 and Marybeth Harkins '86
The Diamond-Storin- g Memorial Prize: Elizabeth Dellinger '84
The Academy of American Poetry Prize: Kathleen Fulmer '85
The Muriel Bradbrook Prize: Christina Shea '85
The Robert Frost Poetry Prize: Bill Marchl '86 o
The George B. Ogden Prize: Meghan Loomis '86
The Propper Prize for Poetry: Allison Joseph '88
The Ryerson Prize in Painting: Daniel Holliday '85
The Paul Newman Trophy: Jonah Maidoff '85 and Neil Pepe '85
The Joanne Woodward Trophy: Ingrid Goff '85
The Ashford Memorial Award: John Ebbert '86
The James Michael Prize: Elizabeth Cody '86
The Senior Athletes of the Year Award: Renee Pannebaker '85 and Todd Stoner '85
The Jess Willard Falkenstien Award: Krissann Mueller '85 and Karl Schmidt '85
The Humanitarian Award: Lisa Bailey '85
The Doris B. Crozier Award: Marc Rose '85
The E. Malcolm Anderson Cup: Brian Kearney '86
The William A. Long Memorial Award: Philip H. Jordan
Departmental Prizes
ANTROPOLOGYSOCIOLOGY
The George Herbert Mead Award Betsy Hayes '85
The Margaret Mead Award Julia Miller '85 and Mark Cartland '85
ART
The Art Prize Victoria Marsland '85 and Daniel Holliday '85
The Margaret E. Leslie Prize: Tanya Gray '86
The Peterson Printmaking Prize Virginia Fitzgerald '86
The Robert Hallstem Memorial Award: Jeffrey Decoster '85 and Sears Carpenters '85
The Wycoff A. Sword Memorial Prize Daniel Holliday '85
BIOLOGY
The Biology Independent Study Prize Christopher Bruck '85
The Biology Award for Academic Excellence Virginia Bradford '85
The Maxwell Elliot Power Prize Karen Combs '85
CHEMISTRY
The American Chemical Society Award Lynn Rardin '85
The Chemical Rubber Company Award: Kathleen Kahle '88
The Carl Djerassi Award Diana Mears '85
CLASSICS
The George L. Brain Prize Sonja Mack '85
The Carl Diehl Prize Diana Smith '87, Cornelia Wagner '87, Joseph Fiedor '88,
and Alexander Rafalovich '88
ECONOMICS
The Economics Prize Jean Deppner '85
ENGLISH
The Denham Sutcliffe Memorial Award Liz Cavano '85
The Philip Wolcott Timbcrlake Memorial Prize Christina Shea '85
The Philip WalcottTimberlake Scholarship: Arthue Redding '86 and Laura King '85
The Philip Wolcott Timberlake Freshman Award Cinda Podbelsek '88
see DEPARTMENT page six
Page Two COMMENTARY
More opposition to P.E.
Two weeks ago we expressed our opposition to the proposed physical
education requirement. In the meantime, the P.E. department has begun to
make the required rounds for approval of their request, and we again feel
the need to restate our objections to a requirement which is at best unfortunate,
and at worst an unnecessary intrusion into students' freedom to make choices
in extracurricular activities.
The underlying impetus for this proposal lies beneath the facade of
offering unneeded help to students. This impetus is rather derived from the
money and prestige the physical education department would gain if that
department were suddenly guaranteed the enrollment of every freshman two
times a year.
We are given a clue that the department is more interested in this
proposal than students in the timing of their presentation. Not introducing
this proposal until now seems to be a sneaky attempt to remove the chance
for a careful and comprehensive discussion by students, forcing faculty to
make a decision based solely on their views. The faculty will not vote on
this proposal until this summer, when students are gone, so unless students
speak up now, it will be completely out of our hands.
A curious aspect of this debate concerns the approach taken by the
physical education department towards students who do not exercise. This
department is in effect telling us that we are wrong in not exercising, and
that since the department knows what is best we will be forced to take
physical education courses.
This proposal also flys in the face of conclusive evidence that many
students take advantage of the various exercise opportunities (running, swim-
ming etc.) one can do on one's own, or join one of the plethora of student
clubs such as rugby, ultimate frisbee, and skiing. One gets the impression
that the physical education department is losing the battle with those student
organization sfor studetns, and is now attempting to eliminate all competition.
That hardly is a sign of the "good sportmanship" that the department claims
it will teach its students.
This proposal also touches on the larger issue of student requirements.
We already have enough, and one more would just over-burde- n us. It is one
thing to tell us what departmental category to take courses in. and quite
another to tell us how we should spend our afternoons. This idea's
effectiveness expired in high school. Let's kill this thing before matters get
out of hand and we are deluged with similar ill-advi- sed requirements.
What is really happening?
Professor Clor's statement in last week's Collegian is obviously troubl-
ing. It seems that the administration has reneged n a commitment to hire a
much needed new professor which, coupled with the loss of two professors,
means that the Political Science Department will have to limit course selection
for next year. Yet, what is now known about this whole affair is just as
intriguing, and worrisome, as what is known.
One of the big issues now centers around the silence of both the admin-
istration and the Political Science Department. Both President Jordan and Profes-
sor Clor declined to be interviewed on this matter. Does this imply that
the two parties are working together, or battling it out behind the scenes?
Whatever the answer, the biggest losers at the moment are students.
Both Jordan and Clor owe us some explanation of this whole matter.
Both are to blame, and both seem to forget that students have a vested
interest in this affair too. If courses will be limited next year and every
indication points in that direction a full explanation should be forthcoming
as to why the Political Science Department is suddenly short of faculty. What
is the administration's policy on hiring new faculty? What was its agreement,
if any, with the political science department concerning the hiring of a new
professor for next year? Why has the administration not responded to Clor's
letter?
We recognize that the specifics of this matter may require confidential-
ity. But surely at least some discussion of the broader issues does not conaone
silence and is the minimum standard which we are owed by both parties.
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typed, double spaced. The editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining
the original intent of the submission.
The drastic reduction needs an explanation
To the Editor:
We were surprised to leam in last
week's Collegian that the Political Sci-
ence Department has been reduced in
strength next year by 25. A reduction
of that scope has implications not only
for the Political Science Department and
its majors but also for the College as a
whole. Such a reduction, so suddenly
made, requires an explanation.
The elimination, for next year, of
the position in International Relations is
said to be due to the failure of the depart-
ment and the administration to agree on
a candidate to whom to offer the job.
On what grounds does the administra-
tion override the professional judgment
of Kenyon's own experts in political sci-
ence? And on the basis of what educa-
tional considerations is the department
prevented even from considering hiring
Another act that weakens the
quality ofour education
To the Editor:
It is with great dismay that we leam
of yet another action on the part of the
administration which serves to weaken
the quality of our education at Kenyon.
What motivated the administration to re-
duce the size of one of the most re-
spected political science departments in
the nation by nearly one fourth?
No explanation is forthcoming, and
we are left to conclude that the adminis-
trators controlling our curriculum place
politics above education. The decision
to fire the Rubins is regrettable. More
troubling than this, however, is the ad
ministration's decision not to fill their
position, and to leave the International
Relations position vacant.
The administration is always quick
to claim that hiring policies are the pro-
vince of each particular department.
Yet, it is evident that political science
did not decide to reduce the size of the
department by almost one fourth. It is
also clear that this decision was not made
on the basis of budgetary constraints.
The provost has claimed that "all educa-
tion is political." Does this latest action
reflect this principle put into practice?
Sincerely,
Doug Perry Catherine E. Sandine Julie Fralicelli Julia Miller Bob Murray
Morgan Whiltier Bruce Henderson Kathcnne E. Becker Ellen Wells Jeanne Petrison
"David C. Donnell Paul M Duling Mana E. Ferrazza Robert Chambers Andy Karrer
Kevin Reynolds Mark Moon Scott K Chapman Jim Klejka Phil Junglass
Chris Fleming Ellen L. Colhouer Christopher Klein Joyce Holleran Margaret Cleary
Todd E. Sloncr Sanjay Yathiraj Ed Levitas Laura M. Lowrance Jack Coladarci
Kirk Roessler Piers Posner Greg Pnng Robert Leiby Sue Reid
Stuart M. Gutsche Susan Chrysler Jan Richardson Alison Trofatter Chns Pisano
David S Peebles Marc M. Rose Kathleen A. Fulmer Neal Richardson Datta Jeffrey Schneider
Alice E. Feely J. Scott Ford James W. Caley Dominique Boillot Andy Hull
Joe Coatcs Mike Aldnch Jennifer Chabot Bill Hirsh Carol Fiedler
Kathleen A. Martin Frank S. Crane Chns Cunningham Manon Hcrshey David Kurtz
Jeffrey Richards Charles Hopton Melissa N. Miller Patricia Becker Bill Pinkston
John Slauffer James McCudden Peter Carson James D. Momson Ann B. Sibley
Christopher Smith Kristin Hansen Paul Schrec David Rosenthal Jennifer Mizenko
John P Calhnan Lisa H Pattin Terry Wilson Robert Zaiser Sally Peck
Dan Giurgiu Roxanne Hino Ginger Anderson Sarah L. Tappcn Catherine Atkinson
Jeanne Subol Kathennc Lewis Gretchen W Anderson Paige M. Hanchett Susan S. Ellis
Azam Qadri Ann Rapapon Mark Clark Deborah Johnson
Barry J Lewis Richard Black Ian Marshall Thomas Ward
Administration has deprived us
of our rights
To the Editor:
The recent actions taken by the ad-
ministration with respect to the Political
Science Department constitute a direct
attack on the guiding philosophy upon
which Kenyon was founded. Priding it-
self on the great tradition of the liberal
arts, Kenyon has always thought of itself
as having a "mission" to teach its stu-
dents not what to think, but how to go
about learning to think.
What the administration has done
is limit the amount of teaching and
therefore learning in a particular dis
cipline at this college. Why does this
affect me, you ask? When you invari-
ably the question: why did I come to
Kenyon? The answer invariably must be
to receive the best possible education
that money can buy. When educational
opportunities such as taking Poli. Sci.
1-
-2 as an upperclassman (as I did) are
unnecessarily foreclosed, then we all
suffered intellectually and emotionally
by living the paradox that we attend an
educational institution that cuts educa-
tion.
see DO page six
Eventually, all the words will result
only in a wasted effort
To the Editor:
During this past year at Kenyon we
have all witnessed the academic equiva-
lent of a barroom brawl between this
year's editors of the Gambier Journal
and the administration of the College.
Each side in this dispute clings to its
own position and refuses to concede
even the most trivial points to the oppos-
ing side, as if each were intoxicated by
its own sense of self-righteousne- ss.
Gross excesses have been committed by
both sides in the dispute with the result
that nothing good will ever come from
it. In fact the whole dispute will result
in nothing but wasted words on wasted
paper and a sense of ill w ill on the part
of all parties involved.
It is a shame that what started out
as an important question concerning the
curriculum and a potential topic for seri-
ous debate has deteriorated into nothing
more than an academic brawl in which
each side tries to misrepresent the other
side through the use of sly academic
tricks such as quoting out of context,
attacking the opponent's position in- -
see ISSUES page 3
"Disgusted with recent actions"
To the Editor:
As an alumnus of Kenyon and
former editor of the Collegian I am ab-
solutely and thoroughly disgusted with
the recent actions of the administration
and the Collegian against the Gambier
Journal and its editors. The editors of
the Journal have produced a fine news-
paper in a very short time. I dare say
that its layout, writing style, and intel
lectual depth far surpass anything the
Collegian ever produced in Peirce
Tower.
It appears that the administration
and the Collegian have taken offense at
criticism of their activities and at the
thought of superior competition.
I thank the editors of the Gambier
Journal for exposing for the public the
sec PROV OST njoe six
a one-ye- ar replacement?
In addition, the Collegian tells t
that a second position is to remain erapt
next year. This is the position current
occupied, on a visiting basis, by Profe;.
sors Charles and Leslie Rubin. Whaii,
the relation between these two cuts? I
the department being punished in a se-
cond position because of its failure to be
acquiescent about the first? If i,--,
adequate explanation of these decisions
is provided, then we feel that serioui
issues of academic freedom may be it
volved and that the administration mat
be open to censure.
see WHAT past
An imminent
danger to Kenyon
To the Editor:
Over the past months, I have fo-
llowed with mild interest the dialogue be
tween the editors of the Gambier hw&.
and the administrtation over the futon
of liberal arts at Kenyon. Although
have found the debate intriguing, I hav
never been sufficiently convinced bvt
Journal's claim that the administratis
presents an imminent danger to Kenw
education; never, that is, until now.
As Professor Clor's letter in li
week's Collegian informed us, the a:
ministration has, in several recent dec
sions, reduced the faculty of the politic,
science department by one-fourt- h, cai-in- g
the latter to cancel seven of the
course offerings, (including two inr
ductory classes, some sections :
courses required for majors, andase:
nar) and to either drastically incite
enrollment in the remaining classes
to turn away potential students. That::
radical reduction in the student-fac- t
ratio creates such a grave burden for-stude- nts
wishing to take political scier.
courses, and in particular, for the
majoring in the department, has led --
to question the intention of theadmiL-tration'- s
decisions.
see EDUCATION pass
Solo way deserves
compensation
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in respocs
to David Sudak's letter of last issue
has come to my attention that Julie S-
cow ay receives little compensation tr
her work at Kenyon. This surprises ffi
since it seems that Julie has gone "abc--an- d
beyond the call of duty" inestarfc-in- g
a successful jazz program at Ken-an- d
deserves to be compensated for &
work.
In a recent Collegian article, fV
ident Philip H. Jordan was quoted;
saying, "Quality costs money" toe'-plai- n
an $800 increase in fees fori
year. Julie Soloway and jazz are qui- - .
I would be quite happy to be f!
Kenyon the extra $800 if it mei-:-increase- d
compensation for Julie- -
T--
j
me, "quality" means diversity- - k.
Kenyon afford to lose its reputation"
diversity by not including a jazz prop
as part of its musical repretoire?
I know that I am not alone in c ;
concerns and opinions. It is my 'i
that my letter and others like it will
some effect on student and admim sr.-
-
tive action. Readers of the Collet .
jazz at Kenyon is to be continued.
need your help, either through letters
-
by other means of s"oport. Julie s
way deserves to be recognized for ;
work in creating Kenyon's jazz f- -
ram, and an appointment as amusi
ulty member should be made or
other compensation should be give"-- '
that the jazz program can be conn"-- .
w ith the same kind of success than''--
.
had from the beginning. I
Sincerely,
Melissa N. Miller '87 i
Frosh & Seniors
sponsor class dinners
41984
The Freshman Council is sponsoring a freshman Class dinner
tomorrow night in Lower Dempsey. A reception begins at 6:30.
with dinner beginning at 7:30 p.m. Dress is semi-forma- l.
42085
The Senior Class will hold the second of its class dinners this
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. in Peirce Great Hall. Dress is semi-form- al
formal. After the dinner all Seniors are invited to attend a desserts
gathering in Gund Commons Lounge. Music at the desserts will
be provided by members of the Working Mothers.
climbed that mountain'
..." Unfortu-
nately, I don't really doubt this. It is an
ego trip for us to overcome insurmount-
able odds, real or imaginary. But therein
lies a solution as well as a problem. If
it's mountains we are looking for, I think
we have found one here. Why don't we
try to climb the mountain of acceptance?
We start at the bottom with a bunch of
human beings, and when we arrive at
the top, we discover that we have be-
come people. We start in a society which
Rev. Turner says "teaches self-hate- ",
and we arrive in a society where we
"find our differences and rejoice in our
differences."
One other point that I breezed by
a little bit ago, which is important is
that it is one thing for society to accept
what we are, but a whole other thing
for us to accept ourselves. And until we
do the latter, it seems that there is no
way for the former to occur. But it is
"not always easy realizing who you are
and accepting it, especially when society
tells you you should be just like
everyone else . . . " Nevertheless, Rev.
Turner says this is what we must do.
When they think you have taken leave
of your senses, then perhaps you' have
finally found them.
"I wish for you happiness", Rev.
Turner told her audience, "I wish for
you your individuality." I wish these
things for us as well. I wish for a lot of
human beings that they will some day
learn to be people.
Triathalon has support from community
This Sunday marks the date of the
first Kenyan Ironrnan Triathalon. The
events begin with the men's individual
competition at 9:30 a.m. Individual
women and teams will compete at 10:00
a.m.
Junior Tom Freund, who is coord-
inating the event, has been "surprised
at the incredible response." Ninety
people have entered the triathalon, which
consists of an 850 yard swim, a 10,000
meter (6.2 mile) bike ride, and a 5,000
meter (3.1 mile) run. These 90 include
students, faculty, and local residents.
Thirty-tw- o men have entered the
contest as individuals. Twelve women
are also registered in an open division.
There are 15 teams, and, of these, seven
are female, six are male, and two are
coed.
Freund has also planned for a pre-rac- e
dinner Saturday night. This will be
held at 5:30 in the Shoppes for all en-
trants. Freund calls it a "carbohydrate
loading festival," as the main course will
be spaghetti. Beside this dinner, all par-
ticipants will receive official Iron Man
t-sh- irts, and the winners will receive
trophies and medals.
Several area businesses are spon-
sors of the triathalon, including the Camp
pus Dining Service, the Village Inn, the
Pirates Cove, the Village Deli, the Vil-
lage Market and the Kenyon College
Issues are most important
continued from page two
stead of defending one's own,
exaggerating the position held by the
other side, sensationalizing the words
and actions of the other side, using
pejorative terms where straightforward
language would suffice, and associating
the other side with groups to which they
have no connection. The list goes on.
In this name-callin- g, verbally abus-
ive conflict, each side under the guise
of serious academic debate, has mana-
ged to corner the other into a defensive
position where nothing positive will ever
result. Instead of answering serious
questions, the name of the game for eac
has become to silence or misrepresent
the other party and let their own views
prevail. Not necessarily because it is the
better viewpoint or because it stands up
better in debate, but rather for reasons
totally unconnected with honest, open
debate and more connected with trickery
and deceit. If anything positive is to
come of this, the contest of backstabbing
must stop and we must seriously con-
sider the issues which have been raised.
Sincerely,
Patrick Gilliean '87
Bookstore. These sponsors, says
Freund, made it possible to have such
a low entry fee. He also names several
individuals that have been especially
supportive. Assistant Dean of Students
Kathryn Adkins, Athletic Director Jef-
frey Vennell, swimming coach Jim
Steen, and Assistant Trainer Marty
Healy. Fruend has also recruited 30 vol-
unteers to help out with running the
Triathalon smoothly on Sunday morning.
Freund stresses that the Triathlon
is "just all for fun" and for the racers to
have a good time. He urges students to
come out and "cheer on their friends."
Freund expects a large turnout, and is
"anxiously looking forward to race
day."
Education
is in danger
continued from page two
First, I would like to consider the
events which led to this unfortunate situ-
ation. They are brief. In January, the
Political Science Department conducted
an unsuccessful tenure-trac- k search in
the field of International Relations; this
created one vacancy in the department.
Two weeks ago, the administration
added another one, by refusing to renew
the contract of the Rubins, or to hire
anyone to take their place. Although one
might generously wish to argue that the
creation of two vacancies in the same
year was an unfortunate coincidence, the
facts seem to prove otherwise. For
clearly the administration knew', when
making their decision as to the fate of
the Rubins, that the department was al-
ready short one professor. Why, then,
did they not agree, in the interest of
education, to keep the Rubins for an
additional year, until someone could
have been found to take their place?
Second, since the intention of
creating two vacancies has been shown,
it remains only to ask what lies behind
this intention. Is the administration act-
ing for the good of Kenyon College or
is education being sacrificed to more
parochial, more political interests?
PERSPECTIVE18, 1985,April Page Three
Turner stresses understanding, acceptance
By Paul Singer
Picture this: you are a college stu-
dent, from a "traditional" background,
jnj you are in love with someone of
whom your family and friends disap-paiv- e.
It seems that this scenario is not
far fetched; it has quite possibly happ-
ened to some or all of us at one time
or another.
Now add another ingredient. The
peRon with whom you are in love is of
the same sex as you. For some reason,
in our society, this sentence changes the
whole situation. Suddenly a normal love
affair is "sick" or "disgusting." Sudd-
enly you are "queer." How does this
effect you? Your life? Your love?
These are things LaPaula Turner
spoke about in a lecture sponsored
by the Gay Advocate Group. Turner is
a black lesbian minister with the Uni-
versal Fellowship of Metropolitan Com-
munity Churches. She is also the mother
of six children. Turner came to Kenyon
to talk about allowing ourselves to be
what we are. "When you accept who
you are, we will all be free ... we will
stop killing each other. We will stop
denying life to those who are different."
I think an important aspect of
Turner's lecture was something that
wasn't really said. I think one of the
most significant aspects of her presentat-
ion is that it really wasn't about an al-
ternative lifestyle. What she said, basic-
ally, is that there is no such thing as
an alternative lifestyle. "There is honor
in being a human being, whatever your
sexuality." We are what we are. We are
not all the same, we are not all different.
We merely all are . . . and that is what
is important. That is what makes us
people.
I'd like to take this a little farther
afield, if I may . . . I'd like to take Rev-
erend Turner's words a little farther.
Perhaps, because of our similarities, we
may all be classified as "human." But
it is because of our differences that we
become "people." This distinction opens
a whole realm of possibilities. We are
born human, but we become people. Or,
more precisely, we can take our human-
ity for granted, but we must learn what
it is that makes us people. Once we have
discovered the differences that make us
unique, we must be allowed, by our-
selves as well as others, to express them.
But now let's back up a little. Never
mind what wasn't said, let's look at what
was. Perhaps the place to start is reli-
gion. This topic was the focus of quite
a bit of question and discussion after
Rev. Turner spoke, but I think that it
was during her lecture that she most suc-
cinctly made her case that lesbianism is
not a "sin." What the whole question
comes down to is this: "Where does the
Bible say it's a sin to be what I am?"
Where indeed? Better yet, why does so-
ciety say it is a sin? What has society
to gain from turning "people" back into
"humans"? Rev. Turner has an interest-
ing answer: "We try to make life so dif-
ficult, because then we can say, T
r "A Second Beginning"
By Rik Kleinfeldt
In the news recently it came to my most worthy attention that Our
Lordly Master, Ron the Man, succeeded in forcing, manipulating, and cheat-
ing a bill calling for the building of millions of dollars worth of MX missies
through Congress. I, being the staunch patriotic dude that I am, would like
to assist Ron in justifying this move to the general population, as I can't
imagine that the American public would accept such an outlay of their money
for the purpose of having dozens of potentially dangerous oversized garbage
cans rolling around the countryside without any logical purpose.
This, as you may discern, is not an easy task. As presented to the
Congress, Mr. Ron did not give any reasons for their existence. Sure, he
that they would help us defend ourselves against those nasty Soviets you
know, the devil incarnate? The "evil" empire? The country surrounded on
all sides by hostile nations while we complain about a banana republic
showing Marxist tendencies? Yeah, those Soviets! Or maybe you still don't
know . . . those guys who were going to freeze their production of missiles
headed for Eastern Europe boy, they're sneaky.
How about the defense against those rotten hombres? Well, either the
MX is going to rust away in its silo or destroy the earth as we know it in
the context of that purpose. Would you spend thousands of dollars on a car
if you knew that all it could do would be to either sit in the driveway or
drive you off a cliff? Certainly not.
Therefore, I want to make some alternative suggestions for the possible
uses of the MX missile that may justify the huge amount of your student
loans that are going to pay for it.
First, let us exmaine the actual physical make-u- p of the MX missile.
When one first glances at your typical MX, you notice that it immediately
stirs the eye for fashion. It's pretty, in a sort of . . . stark realistic way. You
know, like, all the black blends in with the white, it's just so awesome, just
so . . . like, utterly awesome. I tell you, whoever decorated it is just cool,
the person is just cool for cats . . . maybe it was, like, that Cap guy . . . you
know, I get him confused, with, like, that friendly ghost dude . . . wow.
So mavbe the artistic justification doesn't quite cut it. Then there is the
planter theory. It seems that most homes in suburbian U.S.A. revolve around
the stage of planter development just what does one put their favorite
fern in? Not some ordinary, daily-Sall- y Joe Shmoe kind of planter, no sir!
I want a hollowed-ou- t MX for my planter. Imagine, you could put it in your
front yard for all your neighbors to see! This planter slices, dices, purees,
activates, fails, misses, forgets, destroys, kills, maims, and makes radioactive
popcorn, and it can be all yours for the paltry price of 45 million dollars each!
Well, I guess the planter argument isn't all it's grown up to be. I'm
really quite confident that there is some reason for building it, however. I
mean, Ron can't actually be wrong. I thought that presidents are never
wrong. But I thought that Ron was a member of the Right at least, that's
what I've always been led to believe. I'll just have to go searching deeper.
I know! The idea of tanning salons has really taken off recently how
about we send all of the people who can't afford a tanning salon out to the
middle of Utah or wherever they're going to put these things. The missiles
won't be doing anything, and will be hurting for some company. So (you'll
love this one, Ron baby) we could tell those poor bastards that they could
get a tan by crawling inside the missiles and playing around with the mechanism
a little so that the radioactivity shines like the sun. Heh, heh! Firstly, you've
found a purpose for the missiles. Secondly, you get rid of the poor (I know
they have always been such a problem for you Ron especially since yu
made them that way.) Thirdly, you get rid of those stupid f-- nonpopulous,
three-elector- al vote states-like-Utah-that-you-have-to-pay-attention-to-or-you-piss-off-the-rest-of-th- e-country
that have always been a pain in the ass
to such altruistic, selfless politicians like yourself.
But as I reflect upon this idea, I see that it might cause some fair amount
of uproar around the country. But then again, Ron, what do you care? Heck,
you're in your (and probably anybody else's) last term, you are the leader
of an oblivious and clueless nation that is willing to be led by the first person
that will save them a few bucks, and you're an actor a politician's wet
dream.
It does seem like this last solution would take some doing, however.
I doubt that Ron is awake long enough open his eyes, let alone accomplish
the success of such a project. His aides would want to "stay the course,"
whatever the hell that means.
So maybe this is not the best plan. I don't know, it could be that the
MX missile cannot be justified. This would come as a real shock to me,
since Ron seems like such a trustworthy man. He smiles so much ... oh,
gee whiz! How can anybody not believe in Father Ron? He played football
when he was a young man! He even was a sportscaster! A dumb jock in
the White House . . . that's what we need! Look at all the good that Jerry
Ford brought to the world. If everyone in the government was a clutz, I bet
we'dc all have MX missiles in our living rooms. God bless ignorance! Uod
ble ss mediocrity! God bless America! MX missile or two and Ronnie babe
I
V
Again let us attend to the facts. Seven
classes have been cancelled. As a result,
one required class will be enlarged to
60 students. Is this the way courses are
to be taught at Kenyon? Moreover, an
upper class section of Political Science
1-
-2 has been cancelled, and in the re-
maining classes, enrollment priority will
probably be given to majors. Thus the
number of non-politic- al science students
able to take courses is drastically re-
duced; does this fulfill the goal of a di-
versified liberal-art- s education? Finally,
one need only to point to the burden
placed on majors who find themselves
unable to take the classes they need or
want, and enrolled in classes whose size
is greatly increased. Is this good
It seems, therefore, from the above
considerations, that despite the outlan-
dish reputation of the Gambier Journal
this year, the editors have been right all
along in one assertion. Their correctness
is most manifest in the position in which
the Political Science Department now
finds itself. That assertion is that
education at Kenyon is in dange'
being subverted, or, at least, place
a secondary plane to the interest of poli-
tics in general, and the administration's
politics in particular.
Sincerely,
Carol Fiedler '85
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Gregory Fulkerson, violinist
Violinist to play in Rosse
By Adrienne Rubenstein
A recital featuring violinist Greg-
ory Fulkerson, on Saturday, April 23 at
8 p.m. in Rosse Hall Auditorium, will
mark the first of Kenyon College's Char-
lotte Warner Concert Series. This series
will present performances by world
acclaimed artists. Fulkerson will be ac-
companied by renowned pianist Robert
Shannon.
Fulkerson studied at the Juilliard
School of Music and at Oberlin College.
He has performed as soloist throughout
the United States and Europe. He has
appeared with such orchestras as the
Cleveland and Philadelphia orchestras
as well as Louisville, Milwaukee, North
Carolina, and the American Symphony
Happenings
orchestras. Fulkerson is winner of
numerous competitions, including the
International American Music Compet-
ition and the American Bach Foundation
Award. He has been a member of both
the Cleveland Orchestra and the Hon-
olulu Symphony where he served as
Concertmaster. He has appeared at the
Marlboro Festival and with the New
York New Music Ensemble. New World
Records have made releases of Ful-kerso- n's
many performances.
Also a graduate of Juilliard, Robert
Shannon is also a soloist and is currently
on the faculty at Oberlin Conser-
vatory of Music.
The concert on Saturday, April 23
will be open to the public without
charge.
Mattress "Once Upon a Mattress" opens this weekend Fri. 419, Sat.
420 at 8 and Sun. 421 at 7 in the Hill Theater.
Philippines Raul Manglapus, former Filipino senator and Foreign Minis-
ter and FounderDirector of The Movement for the Free Philippines, will
deliver a lecture entitled "The Philippines, Human Rights and U.S. Foreign
Policy." Thurs. 418 at 8 in the Bio. Aud.
. Spanish Sunday A Spanish Afternoon will take place in Gund Commons
featuring dancing, drama, food and drink, song, pinatas, and more. Sun.
428 at 2.
Music agenda Micah Rubenstein, composer, will give a recital Fri. 419
at 8 in Rosse. Julie Soloway, organist, will give a recital in the Church of
the Holy Spirit Sun. 421 at 8. A Guest Recital featuring pianists Patricia
Pelfrey, Jane Smail and Dale Sparlin. Wed. 424 at 8 in Rosse.
Poetry reading Professor Terry Hummer will read his poetry Sun. 421
at 8 in Peirce Lounge.
Happeneds
419 Battle of Lexington and Concord, 1775.
421 Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) died, 1910.
422 "In God We Trust" approved as U.S. motto, 1864.
423 shirley Temple, actress-diploma- t, born, 1928.
425 Ranger IV landed on the moon, 1962.
Are you interested in journalism or in
learning a few media techniques? Ifyou have
no experience but are curious, or if you just
want to hone some of your current skills, you
should plan to attend the Cottegian-sponsore- d
workshop focusing on the following areas:
Writing (news and feature)
Layout and design
Copy editing
Tom Stamp '73, from Kenyon's Public Affairs Office will be
leading the workshop. All are welcome to attend. If you have
any questions, call Melinda at PBX 2482. The workshop will be
held on
Sunday, April 21
in the Collegian Office
on the first floor of Chase Memorial Tower
in Peirce Hall
at 7:00 p.m.
"Dining Room" receives a mixed review
By Sheryl Hankins
The Kenyon College Dramatic
Club's production of A.R. Gurney, Jr.s
"The Dining Room," directed by Harlene
Marley, was definitely an interesting
choice for Parents Weekend. Basically,
the play is about WASP's at their dining
room tables, and the conversations, re-
velations, lack of communication, and
even scandal, which occur there.
The play pokes fun at these charac-
ters' self-righteousn- ess and concern over
what the neighbors will think of them.
One scene, for instance, shows a prim
and proper aunt (Amanda Foster) getting
upset because her nephew (Steve Byron)
is photographing her precious finger
bowls and silver for an anthropology
project on eating habits of WASPs. She
ironically ends up threatening to "cut
off the professor's anthropological
balls" with her butter knife. These more
humorous moments are contrasted with
the sad spectacle of an elderly, dis-
oriented mother (Susan Walker) eating
dinner. The play, then, attempts to call
our minds back to more serious difficul
- v i-- v r
Joe
Directed by John G. Avildson. Starring
Peter Boyle, Dennis Patrick. 1970, 90
minutes. Sponsored by KFS and the His-
tory Dept.
In an East Village bar a construc-
tion worker, Joe (Boyle), and a
businessman (Patrick) join together in
their hatred for hippies as a common
bond. The two set off on a quest through
the "sexual, pot-smoki- ng wallow of the
Village" for the latter's missing daugh-
ter, whose dope-peddlin- g boyfriend was
recently killed by Patrick. The search
ends in a massacre of a finale, but not
before "realism, conviction, and even
common sense have disappeared." This
rough-hew- n opportunistic melodrama
was greatly successful in America as a
"blacklash against permissiveness."
C. W. Siders
Cool Hand Luke
Directed by Stuart Rosenberg. Starring
Paul Newman, George Kennedy. 1967.
1 29 minutes. To be shown next Wednes-
day night.
A visually powerful film. Cool
Hand Luke is about a man alienated from
the establishment. Luke Jackson (New-
man), a chain-gan- g loner with more
nerve than brains, refuses to bow to au
ties, and also suggests that these charac-
ters cannot handle problems such as a
senile mother except by having a drink.
The play is made up of a series of
these self-contain- ed vignettes, which
called the eight actors to assume various
roles throughout the play; certainly a de-
manding task for each of them. At times
the actors succeeded in giving us glimp-
ses of the humor and sometimes
pointlessness in these characters' lives.
The main difficulties arose when the ac-
tors needed to portray more mature or
old characters; sometimes these were not
always vivid enough, so that the actor's
various characters would blend together.
Foster, in her first appearance on the
Bolton stage, is to be commended not
only for the differentiation between her
roles but also for the concentration
within each part she played. She built
the intensity in her scenes instead of re-
maining at one level throughout and
showed clear motivation for her actions.
The scene in which she plays a mother
simultaneously dealing with her daugh-
ter's birthday party and her lover (Will
Hitchcock), who just happens to be the
"Once Upon a Mattress"
This Friday and Saturday at 8:00
p.m. and Sunday at 7:00 p.m., the Ken-
yon Musical Stage will present "Once
Upon a Mattress," a comedy which an-
swers the intriguing question, "What re-
ally happened with the princess and the
Under director Cammie McGovern
and musical director April Skinner, the
actors, dancers, and singers who com-
prise the cast are putting the finishing
touches on w hat promises to be a hilari-
ous production. The role of the princess
w ill be played by Laurie Lowrance, and
she will be eagerly courted by Ed Wood
as Prince Dauntless. Another romantic
pair will be played by Shelly Rankin
and Hugh Price, Mike Parran, Bill Fritz,
and Kirk Johnston will play the
minstrel, the jester, and the wizard re-
spectively. The efforts of McGovern and
Skinner are well-complement- ed by the
choreography of Lisa Jacobs.
"Once Upon A Mattress" doesn't
simply tell the story of "The Princess
and the Pea." The story does revolve
around the princess, but Lowrance's
Winifred the Woebegone is no spoiled,
delicate, young thing. It is no wonder
that Prince Dauntless is completely smit-
ten. Winifred, however, must pass the
Queen's test before she and Dauntless
are married. This rule applies to every
other lovesick pair in the kingdom,
which presents a real dilemma for Lady
Larken and Sir Harry (Rankin and Price)
who discover that she is pregnant! The
King and Queen will be played by Chris
Derby and Carolyn Caner.
Tickets for "Once Upon a Mat-
tress" are free to students w ith a Kenyon
ID. Producer Michael Stoner comments,
"If nothing else, come to see Ed Wood's
outfit!" Undoubtedly, this show will be
a hysterical evening of musical fun.
thority. To his comrades who idolize
him, he becomes a symbol of individu-
ality in the isolated world of sadistic
guards and regimentation that is the
prison camp a man w ith an unbreaka-
ble cool and a fiercely independent
spirit. Newman's performance ranks as
one of the best in his career, indeed
worthy of the Academy Award nomina-
tion it received. If an Academy Award
nomination is any indication of quality.
Cool Hand Luke ranks highly. Ken-
nedy's brilliant portrayal of Dragline.
Luke's illiterate, well-meanin- g buddy,
is truly the stuff Oscar's are made of.
C. R. Siders
Top Hat
Directed by Mark Sandrich. Starring
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers. 1935. 101
minutes.
Top Hat. the fourth movie that As-
taire and Rogers made together, is prob-
ably the epitome of the sophistication,
elegance, and charm that are associated
w ith the movies that pair made together.
The plot is standard boy-meets-gi- rl, girl-hates-boy-until-they-dance-tog- ether.
and all's well that ends well, yet the
Astaire-Roger- s films were among the
first to use this plot line, and they used
it w ith a freshness that has rarely been
equalled since.
father of one of the little boys at the
party, was probably one of the funniest
in the production. The actors portraying
children were specific in their action,
and thus realistically impatient andej."
cited. Evie Pesaresi's exuberant eve
worked well for her as Winky, the bint
day girl. Pesaresi's strongest moments
were these light-hearte- d ones of her
younger characters. Her scene near the
end of the play, in which she explains
to her father (Rob Schray) her estrang-
ement from her husband and her lesbian
affair, did not quite convey to the aud-
ience the sense of the daughter's conf-
usion or the father's shock. Hitchcock
portrayed convincingly the sternness of
a sometimes preoccupied father of
young children, and sensitively acted
out a man explaining to his reluctant son
the details of what to do when the father
soon dies. Steve Rovniak capably d-
emonstrated the naivete of a young man
reluctant to go away to private school
Technically, the production was.
for the most part, satisfactory. The quick
variations in costume were handled
nicely by Jean Brookman, although the
big bows around the girls' necks in the
birthday party scene made them look
more like matrons than little girls. The
lighting by Annabel Van Schoonhoven
gave the set a homey, sometimes
candlelit glow that gave the set the fee-
ling of being an actual lived in part of a
house.
The direction of the play kept the
production fairly fast-pace- d, although
the first act seemed to move along more
briskly than the second. The entrance of
the characters from the tail end of one
scene into the next was handled well.
The script, however, seems to lack a
climax, and a climax was also not visible
in every scene, which could be due to
the fact that each has a new set of
characters. Various revelations are
experienced by characters along the
way, and we get some sense of growing
up and growing old, but the play needed
something else to pull it together. Ma-
rgaret Dorst's speech about her dream of
having a dinnerparty for "all ourfavonle
people", was an attempt to pull it t-
ogether, but this speech really did not
see DINING pax six
Other plus factors: the film's r-
emarkable integration of its dance s-
equences, w here the numbers are as i-
mportant to the plot as the dialogue, and
Fred Astaire's input into the camera
work, requesting that the camera be kepi
full length on the dancer at all times.
thus keeping the flow of the dance intact I
Imly a class act. . souie
Western Front
1918
Directed by G. W. Pabst. Starring Fritz
Kampers. Guslav Diessl. 1930. W
minutes. German with subtitles.
U'e.srern Front 1918 is considered
one of the finest anti-w- ar films eer
made. Pabst. one of the great pioneers
of cinema, used a mobile camera to hi
some of the battle scenes, conveying1 f
sense of horrify ing realism. The story
is a series of episodes concerning f
soldiers a lusty Bavarian, a young st-
udent, a married man, and ? lieutenant
durins the last months of World War
1-T-
he
film, besides being a remarU-bl-
e
piece of work in its own right,
also
is fascinating as a piece of history. W
day before its premiere, Pabst tacked
on
a large question mark to the final "En
credit, which disturbed Hitler's
a-
uthorities so much that they had the
'lm
banned when they came into powers
T. Soule
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Vomen earn Parents Weekend victory
i- -' - - r M
By Ann Davies
Women's lacrosse met with mixed
tsults this week. Last Wednesday the
Lilies braved the cold once again to
juilast Oberlin, 8-- 5. "Oberlin came out
ma zone, the first zone we've face all
JJSon. It really frustrated us," Coach
yndy Moore commented. Neverthe-ss- .
Gay Wierdsma connected for four
oals while Carol Poston and Jessica
gaiwn each tallied two to carry the
Udtes to the victory.
Moore added, "Our defense has
done an outstanding job. One of our
,oals was to keep our opponents around
four, five or six goals and, except for
first half of our first game, we've
done that."
Track squad performs up to
By Mary Ellen Kosanke
The men's and women's track
teams competed Saturday in the North
Coast Athletic Conference relay meet
held at Denison University. The men's
learn finished fifth out of seven teams,
vihile the women finished fourth out of
six teams
For the men. Case Western finished
first with 96 points, Denison was second
ith 83, Wooster took third with 63,
Allegheny was fourth with 55, Kenyon
as fifth with 45 followed by Ohio Wes-leya- n
in sixth with 39 and Oberlin w ith
6. For the women, Wooster was first
ith 116 points, Ohio Wesleyan was
second with 108, Denison was third with
1 16 points, Kenyon was fourth with 34
followed by Allegheny and Oberlin with
50 and 12 points respectively.
In the field events three athletes are
entered from each team. They compete
individually and their distances are totall-
ed to determine placing. For the men,
the javelin relay team of Pete Register,
Joe Coates, and William Brecher took
second place with a total distance of
431'2". The discus relay team took fifth
place with a distance of 299' 1 Vi Ray
Grill, Register, and David Abood were
the discus competitors. In the shot put
relay the Lords place sixth. Coates, Grill
Offense gets in
By Darryl Shankle
For the third week in a row, the
Kenyon Lords lacrosse team split a pair
of matches, losing to the College of
Wooster 9-- 8 but trouncing Mount Union
College 14-- 7. Kenyon's overall record
now stands at 3-- 4, and their NCAC re-
cord is 1- -2.
Last Tuesday at Mavec Field, the
Lords jumped out to a quick 2-- 0 lead in
he first 18 minutes of play on goals by
junior Brian Bohn and sophomore Doug
Hazel. The Scotties roared back, how-eve- r,
as they scored their first goal with
8:47 remaining in the first half. For the
next eight and one half minutes Kenyon
Midseason finds netters looking to improve
By Peter McGarry
The Kenyon men's tennis team
reached the halfway point in their season
Uh a disappointing 9-- 0 loss at Witten-kr- g
last week. Although the defeat
bought their season tally to a sub-pa- r
'"5, there is much cause for optimism
'he team comes off an eight-da- y lay-
off to contest Denison in Dipsy-D- U land
n Thursday, April 18.
The main reason things should get
'ter is the demanding work ethic the
Payers have exhibited all spring. "These
klds have worked their butts off," says
aProud Coach Jim Steen of his charges.
v
Junior Douglas "Nu Pi Kappa"
y cncurs: "Now when people inad
Because Oberlin could not field an
entire second team, the Kenyon B team
found themselves facing an Oberlin JV
team which contained a few of their own
teammates. The Ladies prevailed, 7-- 2.
Unfortunately, the B team's perfect
record was spoiled by the Denison B
team, 16-- 5, on Thursday. "They were
very nervous and their basic skills fell
apart. If we had been a little more con-
fident, it would have been a more even
game," Moore remarked.
On Saturday, Kenyon came out
strong against Wittenberg, scoring three
goals in the first six minutes. However,
the Ladies hit a long dry spell and scored
only two more goals the entire game and
lost 5-- 6. Moore said, "Wittenberg tied
it at halftime and took the momentum
away from us." Cynthia Lawrence was
and Register had a combined distance
of 1 14' V.".
In the running events each team is
made up of four runners. Each runner
runs one quarter of the distance. In the
medley relays each runner runs a differ-
ent distance. For the women the 800 M
relay team of Amy Sutcliff, Martha
Eaton, Marcia Humes, and Anne Roes-se- r
took fourth with a time of 2:08.85.
The distance medley team placed second
with a time of 13:20.29. Running for
the Ladies were Lynn Reimer, Marguer-
ite Bruce, Renee Pannebaker, and Bea
Huste. Bruce, Humes, Huste, and Ai-lee- n
Hefferren ran a 4:44.03 in the sprint
medley for third place. The 6400M relay
of Reimer, Jenny Raymond, Libby
Briggs, and Pannebaker placed second
in 23: 18.4. The 3200 M relay team took
fifth in 1 1 : 19.33. Running this race were
Hefferren, Sutcliff, Briggs and Eaton.
The 1600 M relay team turned in a third
place. The runners were Humes, Huste,
Raymond and Pannebaker with a time
of 4:31.59.
The men's 800 M relay team of Pat
Shields, Dave Taylor, Bob Voce, and
Tim Troiano took sixth in 1:34.76. The
distance medley team of Steve Manella,
Dave Breg, Jo Child, and Chris North-ru- p
took second in 10:37.89. In the shut-
tle hurdles, which use only three people,
gear for Lords lacrosse
only managed one shot on goal, that
by senior Jim Ennis. Wooster did not
let the opportunity pass as they scored
two more goals, both within 15 seconds
of each other, to take a 3-- 2 lead. The
Lords eventually tied the score, with six
seconds left, on another goal by Hazel .
Wooster came out fired up in the
second half, as the Scotties out-score- d
the Lords 5-- 3 in the third period to take
an 8-- 6 lead entering the final 15 minutes
of play. Wooster added another goal
with 12:58 remaining, and the Lords had
their work cut out for them to catch the
Scotties. Kenyon was up to the task, but
the ball would just not go into the goal.
The Lords had five shots on goal in an
vertently hit the ball over the fence in
practice, they're running, not walking,
after it. You can taste the difference."
Senior Michael Stoner sees dedica-
tion to the team concept as a highlight
of the team's season. "Take Matt Sail
for example. He's just been swamped with
schoolwork for the last week or so, so
much so that he hasn't quite been able
to make it to practice. But has he quit
the team? No way. He's even the cap-
tain, by God. That just tells you what
kind of a kid he is."
Vahey nods vehemently in agree-
ment, adding, "Michael has taken time
out from a very demanding squash
schedule to come down and hit with the
guys. It means a lot to them."
high scorer for the Ladies with two
goals.
Stunned only momentarily by this
setback, the Ladies returned to the field
Saturday afternoon and pummeled Ohio
University, 18-- 0. "I think our attack has
been frustrated about not scoring up to
their potential, and they really took out
their frustration," Moore commented.
Wendy Crabbe led the Ladies with five
goals. Brown added three and Wierdsma
and Lawrence each scored two. Offense
and defense switched positions in the
second half, thus allowing Betsy Wie-lan- d,
Chris Olson, Chris Densen and
Wendy Reeder to add their names to the
scorebook.
The Ladies are now 4-- 2 overall and
2-- 1 in the NCAC. They faced conference
leader Denison yesterday.
par at relays
Mark Speer, Shields, and Steve Manella
placed fourth in 0:54.34. The sprint
medley team of Voce, Shields, Troiano,
and Charles Hopton ran a 3:38.99 for
third place. The 6400 M relay-- team
placed sixth. Running for the Lords were
Scott McKissock, Charles Cowap,
Steve Hasler, and Kendall Johnson.
Taking the only first place for the Lords
was the 3200 M relay team. Running a
7:56.01 were Breg, Manella, Child, and
Northrup. The 1600 M relay team of
Shields, Taylor, Voce, and Troiano
place fifth in 3:33.42.
Coach Peterson commented on sev-
eral athletes who had very good days.
"All ran their best times ever, or very
close, or consistently had fine perfor-
mances over the course of two or three
events." These athletes were Marcia
Humes, Lynn Reimer, Marguerite
Bruce, Bea Huste, Renee Pannebaker.
Jenny Raymond, Charlie Hopton, Tim
Troiano, and William Brecher. Peterson
also stated the "for the women Wooster
and Ohio Wesleyan looked very impres-
sive. For the men it was Case Western
They were much better than expected.
We're looking forward to the conference
championships in March. This weekend
we have Oberlin and Heidelberg. This
should be a good, good meet." Satur-
day's meet will be held at Oberlin for
both the men and the women.
80-seco-
nd interval, but were denied
each time. Finally, with 4:59 left, Hazel
assisted Ennis to cut the score to 9-- 7.
Brad Bohn then scored with 1:48 re-
maining on an assist from Joel Holmes.
The Scotties later ran out the clock and
thus sent the Lords to their second
NCAC defeat.
For the game, Hazel and Brad Bohn
each netted two goals, while Brian
Bohn, Joe Masterson, Holmes, and
Ennis added one. Masterson and Hazel
also had two assists each, and Holmes
and John Kirk each contributed one.
At Mount Union last Saturday, the
Lords completely dominated the first
see HAZEL page six
Senior red-shi- rt R. Jim Cravens
also cites team unity as a key factor,
especially in the thrilling early season
victory over Marietta. "During practice,
the guys are really looking out for each
other. Why, when a ball from an adjoin-
ing court strays onto somebody else's
court, he doesn't just ignore it anymore.
He may even swat it back in the general
direction from which it came. That indi-
cates to me a certain esprit de corps, a
volksgeist, a je ne sais quoi," said Cra-
vens, who refused to describe the team
in Sanskrit.
The men's tennis team's final home
match is Saturday, April 20, versus
Oberlin. The Lords hope to vanquish
the opposition in what will be the final
home appearance of senior Barry Lewis.
-
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Freshman Lynne Schneebeck
Tennis Ladies
By Lawrence Paulucci
The Kenyon Ladies tennis team
raised their record to 3-- 1 with two con-
vincing victories this past week. With
these victories the team has won three
straight dual matches after their opening
season loss to Allegheny.
The first of these victories came
last Thursday at Otterbein. There, the
team won every match except number
three doubles, and every Kenyon per-
former won at least once. The four "dou-
ble" winners were Claire Howard,
Lynne Schneebeck, Becky Houpt and
Lizzy Bower. The Ladies continued their
winning ways by defeating Case West-e- m
Reserve University on Saturday in
Cleveland. The only loss the Ladies suf-tere- d
that afternoon was at number four
Baseball nine
By Bob Hurley
Rally caps. Rally jackets. Rally
stoppers . . . Baseball is a game of
superstitions and trends. If something
works, no matter how conceptually silly
it may seem, it'll be used. Following a
dismal early season showing which saw
the Lords self-destru- ct on defense, on
the mounds, and on the basepaths,
something was needed to get them on
the winning track. Why not appeal to
the magic to get them on the winning
track. Why not appeal to the magic of
superstition to bring the team out of the
doldrums of defeat?
Stolen from the Naz during a 22-- 6
shellacking, the rally cap concept (all
dugout personnel wear their caps inside-ou- t
and backwards when the Lords are
behind and get a man on base) has, if
nothing more, inspired the Lords to play
with a newfound confidence. After post-
ing their first win of the season against
highly regarded Wooster in the second
game of a twinbill, the rally caps became
a fixture. Down twice in that game, the
Lords brought out the caps each time
and pulled out a 15-1- 2 victory. Ironman
Kreig Spahn, who had pitched in both
games of the doubleheader, picked up
the win.
After Wooster the Lords traveled
to Otterbein to face the perennial power
of the OAC. At Otterbein, the Lords
mashed the ball at the plate. This sea-
son's hitting phenomenon Wally Danforth
smacked a couple extra-bas- e hits and
senior captain Ross Cumming broke out
of his slump, cracking his first home run
since 10th grade. The Lords carried a
seemingly comfortable 8-- 4 lead into the
7th inning, but alas. Otterbein woke up
just in time to score 8 runs in the bottom
frame to win 12-- 8.
It was back home for the Lords,
this time to face Case Western in a four
game weekend series. Saturday looked
good. In the first game Kenyon got what
they had lacked all season, an airtight
pitching performance from sohpomore
Kai Morton who went the distance for
r
reach stride
singles, rolling again to an 8-- 1 victory.
Howard, Houpt, Schneebeck, Caroline
Stim, and Kate Simoni were all double
winners for the squad. This victory was
even more important for the Ladies be-
cause it raised their conference record
to 2-- 1 with two conference opponents
scheduled this week.
Special recognition should also be
given to one Lady netter. Freshman
Schneebeck, playing number two sing-
les, is a perfect 8-- 0 on the season in her
singles play, and she and Howard have
only lost once while teaming up at
number one doubles.
The Ladies have two matches sched-
uled this week, first at home versus the
College of Wooster at four p.m.
Wednesday and then at Oberlin Saturday
at one p.m.
seeks rally
the first time in his college career. Wally
Danforth again had a fine day at the
plate and junior Chris Schwarz drove in
three runs without getting a hit, walking
twice with the bases loaded and punch-
ing a run across with a right side groun-
der. Coming out on top 1 1- -5, the Lords
looked forward to game two.
Three time all-OA- C hurler Fred
DiSanto seemed to have the Lords'
number for six innings. Taking a 6-- 2
lead into the 7th, DiSanto appeared un-
touchable. Of course, that was discount-
ing the magic. The Lords broke out the
rally caps and paraded 9 men to the plate
in the inning, scoring 4 runs to send the
game to an extra frame. As fate would
have it. Case scored two in the eighth
and spoiled Kenyon's comeback bid.
Typical of how things have gone for the
Lords of '85.
On Sunday, after being routed by
Case in the first game, Kenyon put up
a fine effort in the tumultuous nightcap.
Going into the bottom of the seventh
trailing 5-- 3, the Lords again needed
some magic. They got it. Tony De-sbord- es
tied the game when he scam-
pered home on a passed ball to once
again put the Lords in an extra inning
game. In the eighth, with two outs, the
bases loaded, and sophomore Jim
Hinkle on the mound, Coach Kindbom
decided to bring in a fresh arm to put
out the fire. Hinkle was lifted in favor
freshman Pat Augusta. Quite approp-
riately, for this season anyway, an Au-
gusta fastball was soon sent screaming
over the left field fence a game win-
ning grand slam for Case.
Exactly midway through the season
the Lords stand a mere 2-1- 2, but as one
can readily see, a break or two, some
fielding, some pitching, and all that
could turn around. With continued hit-
ting from standouts Danforth, De-sbord- es,
Anthony Agrella, and
freshman Jim Bush, the Lords have a
basis for hope. If only they can find and
keep the magic more often in the weeks
to come.
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Jazz at Kenyon in conflict
accommodated the growth," said
Brown. The courses call for two hours
of rehearsal time a week with each per-
forming group, but Brown said that Sol-owa- y
averages five hours a week with
the instrumental jazz ensemble and three
hours a week with the vocal ensemble.
According to Brown, despite the
fact that Soloway's jazz courses are
popular and have been very well re-
ceived, the music department "does not
warrant" the expenditure of sufficient
funds to compensate soloway or estab-
lish jazz as a main part of the depart-
ment.
In the original draft of his letter,
Brown stated that, "The salary for a part-tim- e
position excluding private lessons
is $9000 . . . Julie works over 30 hours
per week and spends much spare time
on transcribing and re-arrang- ing music
to compensate for the rather small
budget. Her low salary necessitates the
large number of private students."
Also according to Brown, Provost
Jerry Irish said that money could be
found outside the music department's
budget pool to pay a jazz professor if
85
Jim Gantt
392-504- 6
1-800-22-
7-4366
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Posnak and the department supported
the idea of adding such a position to the
faculty.
"The department supports jazz
studies at Kenyon and encourages it,"
music department chair Paul Posnak
said. "The idea that the department is
narrow-minde- d or parochial in its treat-
ment of our discipline is patently incor-
rect."
Posnak said that Soloway has re-
ceived a salary increase of 28 over
last semester's figure, and will receive
an additional 14 pay hike for the 1985-8- 6
Fall semester. Soloway, who had
conducted jazz concerts outside of the
ones scheduled by the music department
and received no pay, was recenlty,
granted a $50 honorarium for each new
performance, Posnak said.
The department has attempted to
accommodate the jazz program at Ken-
yon, Posnak said, in several ways. H
said that storage space in back of the
Rosse Hall stage was made available to
the jazz musicians. He also said that
percussion rehearsal space was alotted
for the jazz band in the basment mainte- -
Hazel leads men in lax tallies
half, especially the second quarter. After
opening up a 4-- 1 lead after one period
of play, Kenyon outscored the Purple
Raiders 10-- 1 to extend their lead to 14-- 2
and put the game out of reach.
Do we still have
the right to learn?
continued from page two
No devoted student of learning
should calmly accept actions which de-
prive him or her of the rights for which
she has payed dearly for. The right
nay, privilege in question (in which
we all share and participate) is that of
learning. To that purpose Kenyon Col-
lege is (presumably?) devoted.
Sincerely,
Dan Giurgiu
Hazel had an excellent game offen-
sively, scoring four goals. Brad Bohn
added three goals and two assists, and
Brian Bohn also had three goals, plus
three assists. The Lords' other four goals
were netted by Holmes and Masterson,
who each had two. Pat Grant assisted
in two of Kenyon's scores, and freshman
Jim Bancroft assisted one.
After seven games, the Lords' lad-
ing scorer is Hazel. A sophomore from
Victoria, British Columbia, Hazel has
racked up 15 goals and eight assists.
Directly behind Hazel are Holmes and
Brad Bohn, who have 14 goals, five
assists and 13 goals, six assists respec-
tively. Another Canadian, Masterson,
has 1 1 goals and six assists.
Kenyon will take on NCAC rival
Denison on Wednesday, April 17, in
Granville. This Saturday, the Lords will
host Ashland College at 1:30 at Mavec
field.
What will happen to Poli. Sci. dept. ?
continued from page two
The political science department is
cut by two full positions for next year.
Will the equivalent be added to some
other departments for that year? If so,
which? And on what basis does the ad-
ministration make these unannounced,
undiscussed reallocations of resources?
Or is the teaching strength of the College
to be reduced by two full-tim- e positions
for a year? If so, the cost of this, infewer
courses to choose among and in larger
classes, will be borne by students. In
light of this, what considerations could
possibly be so weighty as to justify the
administration's refusal to continue the
Rubins' visiting position for one more
year? For evidently it is understanding
that they are highly regarded by their
students as well as by their colleagues.
Sincerely,
Carl Brehm
Robcn Bums
Eugene Dwyer
Allen Fenigslein
Edward Harvey
Edmund P Hcchl
Richard B. Hoppc
Kennelh King
THE HOUSE OF IMPORTS
Specialists in Forign Car Repair
Parts and Service
Charles Rice
J Kenneth Small
Thomas Shun
Kenneth Taylor
Frank Yow
nsc
607 Howard Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
nance room.
In response to Soloway's re-
quest, Posnak added, the jazz ensembles
were granted the use of Rosse for rehear-
sal time as well as individual rehearsal
space.
Brown said that Soloway was "in-
advertantly misled" by the department
about a possible health and insurance
plan that she would receive when she
came to Kenyon. "I, and the department
as a whole, have been lobbying the ad-
ministration about the issue of health
and insurance benefits for Miss Solo-
way," Posnak said. "No promise was
ever given, except to try."
Soloway agreed that the depart-
ment had approached Provost Jerry Irish
about the establishment of such a plan
that she would pay into.
Posnak said that the music depart-
ment is presently concerned about sev-
eral matters already "on the front
burner," such as the hiring of a fith
member of the music faculty and the
"upgrading of our facilities." He
explained that at present, these matters
take priority over the further establish-
ment of a permanent faculty position for
a professor of jazz.
Departmental prizes
April 18, 1985
continued from page 0(le
IPHS
The Richard Hettlinger Prize Julia Eastin '85
HISTORY
The Alan Goldsmith Memorial Prize Taylor Edwards '85
MATHEMATICS
The Reginald B. Allen Prize Susan Lovern '85
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
The French Prize Will Hitchcock '86 and Dominique Boillot '85
The Spanish Prize Colleen Murphy '85
The Sigrid Lanzrath Memorial Prize Nikki Granner '86. Lynn Rardin '85, and
Jennifer Balshaw '85
The Russian Prize Paige Hanchett '85
MUSIC
The Kate Allen Senior Music Major Award Chris Anderson '85
The Thomas B. and Mary M. Greenslade Award in Music Performance Diane Sauder '85
and John Watson '86
The David B. Perry Award in Music Mary Carson '86 and Jeffrey Sroufe '86
PHILOSOPHY
The Virgil Aldrich Prize Ellen Watson '85
PHYSICS
The Elbe H. Johnson Prize Craig Siders '88
POLITICAL SCIENCE
The John Chesnut Memorial Prize Carol Fiedler
RELIGION
The Simpson Prize Gina Bauman '85
PSYCHOLOGY
The Psychology Prize Patricia Homans '85
The Jeffrey S. Williams Memorial award Mei Mei Lyle
SIGMA XI Chris Bowers '85, Chris Bruck '85, Mark Cardand '85, Jay Cobau
'85, Karen Combs '85, Chris Fleming '85, Gregg Franklin '85, Paige Hanchett '85,
Patricia Homans '85, Debbie McFaden '85, Diana Mears '85, Julia Miller '85, Kristen
Moloney '85, Lynn Rardin '85, Karlene Reid '85, Stephen Webster '85, and Ronald
Tosh '84.
Provost attempts to integrate politics into curriculum
continued from page two
intellectually atrocious activities of Pro-
vost Irish and his colleagues. I shudder
to think of what former Kenyon Provost
Bruce Haywood would say of his suc-
cessor's attempt to integrate political
ideology and transitory intellectual fads
into the curriculum.
I first became aware of this cam-
paign two years ago from a professor
disgruntled with the provost's activist
agenda and his interference with the cur-
riculum. I have heard from other faculty
since then that the provost has required
female professors to deliver lectures on
the subject of feminism and has made
conformity to his ideological and intel-
lectual prejudices a criterion for tenure.
Even if these accusations have been
overstated their widespread acceptance
suggests that the provost has succeeded
in alienating a good portion of Kenyon's
most established and dedicated profes-
sors. I only hope they outlast the pro-
vost.
I spent four of the happiest and
most intellectual challenging years of
my life at Kenyon. The atmosphere and
education was rightfully apolitical. Em-
phasis in the classroom was on develop-
ing the analytical skills and critical mind
necessary to evaluate current political
events for oneself. I am proud that I
received a liberal education and fear that
the current student body is receiving an
education in liberalism. Provost Irish:
"Feminism and the nuclear freeze are
Human rights lecture tonight
continued from page one
for South African Blacks. He is pre-
sently a faculty memberof Northwestern
University's English Department, al-
though last year he was under consider-
able pressure by the U.S. government
to leave the country. His first volume
of poetry, "Sirens, Knuckles, Boots,"
was published as he served out a prison
sentence in South Africa for protesting
racism. In Johannesburg, South Africa
he is banned from writing, teaching, and
speaking to public gatherings. A major
figure in the opposition movement
against apartheid, Brutus, as president
of the South African Non-Raci- al Olym-
pic Committee, led the protests barring
his country from the 1984 Summer
Olympic games. Among other literary
and various magazines, his poems have
appeared in Africa Today, Literature
and the Arts. Literary Review, Revolu-
tion Africaine, The Black Scholar, and
The Observer.
Movies at the Shoppes
Tonight: 8:00 - Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan
10:00 - D. J. 's BarlowPeirce - free popcorn
Try our new Beef, Bacon & Cheddar Sub or Ham & Cheese
Sub onlv $3.10
fp Fine Chocolates Ha'd Candies
7 West Vine Street
Mount Vernon. Ohio 43050
i eiepnone (614) 392-740- 6
Specially Dietetic Candies
M-nt- s and Nuls Chocolate Noveiiltes -- L
We mail anywhere I
not in the province of liberal arts educ-
ation."
The appearance of the Gambier
Journal opened the promise of compet-
itive ideas and journalism at Kenyon.
Their publications presented both sides
of many stories, interviewed those it
challenged and presented its findings in
a professional manner. I had believed
such competition of ideas would have
embodied the liberal nature of a Kenyon
education, but certain parties have taken
it upon themselves to slander its foun-
ders. In all probability they have stifled
any future challenges and innovative
thinking at Kenyon.
I am reminded of my freshman poli
sci 1- -2 class with Mr. Shapiro. I hope
that Kenyon freshmen are still reading
Henrik Ibsen's Enemy of the People.
Perhaps President Jordan, the Media
Board, and the editors of the Collegian
should sit in on a class?
My younger brother was recently
admitted to the Kenyon class of 19S9.
I cannot recommend in good conscience
that he attend Kenyon while its provost
is poisoning the curriculum and the a-
dministration is intolerant of objective
criticism. Also, I cannot in good consc-
ience Kenyon. I su-
spect
financially support
a number of other alumni would
follow suit if they were made aware of
the circumstances. Enclosed you ill
find a copy of a check I have sent to the
Gambier Journal. This check is in lieu
of my usual $ 1 00 donation to The Ke-
nyon Fund.
I praise Mssrs. Smith and McFad-de- n
and Professor Short for their bold
defense of the traditional Kenyon educ-
ation. I only hope they succeed.
Sincerely,
John Palffy '80
"Dining Room"
continued from page four
together but this speech really did not
convey any significance about the range
of communication the scenes throughout
the play contain. Sadly, the words of
this speech sounded more like a Joy Di-
shwashing Liquid commercial, the unif-
ication of the various elements of the
play were employed effectively in e
fianl tableau of the production, with the
actors seated around the candlelit
table-agai-
n
attempting to renew the cycle
ol
the events and conversations that na
taken place in the dining room.
